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Section

Star Systems and Galaxies

Reading Preview

galaxies?

• How do astronomers describe the
scale of the universe?

Key Terms
• binary star
• eclipsing binary • open cluster
• globular cluster • galaxy
• spiral galaxy • elliptical galaxy
• irregular galaxy • quasar
• universe • scientiﬁc notation

Why Does the Milky Way Look Hazy?
1. Using a pencil, carefully poke at least 20 holes close together
in a sheet of white paper.
2. Tape the paper to a chalkboard or dark-colored wall.
3. Go to the other side of the room and look at the paper. From
the far side of the room, what do the dots look like? Can you
see individual dots?
Think It Over
Making Models How is looking at the paper from the far side of
the room like trying to see many very distant stars that are close
together? How does your model compare to the photograph of
the Milky Way below?

Target Reading Skill
Building Vocabulary Carefully
read the deﬁnition of each key
term. Also read the neighboring
sentences. Then write a deﬁnition
of each key term in your own
words.

Star Systems
and Galaxies

Objectives

Key Concepts
• What is a star system?
• What are the major types of
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On a clear, dark night in the country, you can see a hazy band
of light stretched across the sky. This band of stars is called the
Milky Way. It looks as if the Milky Way is very far away. Actually, though, Earth is inside the Milky Way! The Milky Way
looks milky or hazy from Earth because the stars are too close
together for your eyes to see them individually. The dark
blotches in the Milky Way are clouds of dust that block light
from stars behind them.

After this lesson, students will be able to
J.4.4.1 Define a star system.
J.4.4.2 Identify the major types of galaxies.
J.4.4.3 Explain how astronomers describe
the scale of the universe.

Target Reading Skill
Building Vocabulary Explain that
knowing the definitions of key-concept
words helps students understand what
they read.
Answers
When students write the definitions, ask
them to underline the most important
features. Example: An eclipsing binary is a
two-star system in which one star cannot be
seen at times because the other star blocks
the light.

The Milky Way

Preteach
Build Background
Knowledge

L2

Optical Illusions
Invite students to share their experiences
with optical illusions. Point out that an
optical illusion tricks the eye; the object
appears to be different than it actually is. Ask
students to recall that stars in constellations
are optical illusions because they appear to
be next to one another, but they are actually
at widely different distances from Earth.

L1
Skills Focus Making models
Materials pencil, paper, tape
Time 15 minutes
Tips Have students predict what the holes
will look like when observed from the
other side of the room.
Expected Outcome Students will not be
able to see the individual dots from the far
side of the room.

Think It Over Looking at the holes on the
paper from a distance is like looking at
stars because they blur together, just as
the stars do. Like the stars that are close
together in the photograph of the Milky
Way, the model is hazy when viewed from
far away.

Star Systems and Clusters

Instruct

Our solar system has only one star, the sun. But this is not the
most common situation for stars. Most stars are members of
groups of two or more stars, called star systems. If you were
on a planet in one of these star systems, at times you might see
two or more suns in the sky! At other times, one or more of
these suns would be below the horizon.

Star Systems
and Clusters
Teach Key Concepts

L2

Eclipsing Binary
Focus Remind students that an eclipse
occurs when one body in space blocks light
from another.
Teach As students examine Figure 15, ask:
What is a group of two or more stars called?
(A star system) What are double stars often
called? (Binary stars) Ask: What would be
the positions of the bright star in Algol, its
dim companion star, and Earth when Algol
appears less bright? (The companion star
would be passing between the bright star
and Earth.)
Apply Ask: How might life on Earth be
different if our sun were part of a binary
system? (Possible answers: there would be two
suns in the sky at times; the other sun might be
farther away, for example near Jupiter’s orbit,
so that sometimes Earth would be in sunlight
both day and “night.” Accept all reasonable
responses.) learning modality: logical/
mathematical

Help Students Read

Teaching Resources

• Guided Reading and Study Worksheet:
Star Systems and Galaxies
Student Edition on Audio CD

FIGURE 15
Invisible Partners
If you saw someone dancing but
couldn’t see a partner, you could
infer that the partner was there by
watching the dancer you could see.
Astronomers use a similar method
to detect faint stars in star systems.
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Anticipation Guide Refer to the Content
Refresher for guidance on this reading skill.
Before students read this section and the
next, write these statements on the board:
• Planets exist around many stars.
• The inner planets have compositions that
are much different from those of the
outer planets.
Ask students whether they agree with the
statements. Discuss their responses, and then
have students read the sections and evaluate
their initial answers.

Independent Practice

Multiple Star Systems Star systems that have two stars are
called double stars or binary stars. (The prefix bi means
“two.”) Those with three stars are called triple stars. The nearby
star Proxima Centauri may be part of a triple star system. The
other two stars in the system, Alpha Centauri A and Alpha
Centauri B, form a double star. Scientists are not sure whether
Proxima Centauri is really part of the system or is just passing
close to the other two stars temporarily.
Often one star in a binary star is much brighter and more
massive than the other. Astronomers can sometimes detect a
binary star even if only one of the stars can be seen from Earth.
Astronomers can often tell that there is a dim star in a binary
system by observing the effects of its gravity. As the dim companion star revolves around a bright star, the dim star’s gravity
causes the bright star to wobble back and forth. Imagine watching a pair of dancers who are twirling each other around. Even if
one dancer were invisible, you could tell that the invisible dancer
was there from watching the motion of the visible dancer.
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FIGURE 16
Eclipsing Binary
Algol is an eclipsing binary star
system consisting of a bright
star and a dim companion. Each
time the dimmer star passes in
front of the brighter one, Algol
appears less bright.
Interpreting Diagrams When
does Algol appear brighter?

Eclipsing Binaries A wobble is not the only clue that a star
has a dim companion. A dim star in a binary star may pass in
front of a brighter star and eclipse it. From Earth, the binary
star would suddenly look much dimmer. A system in which
one star periodically blocks the light from another is called an
eclipsing binary. As Figure 16 shows, the star Algol is actually
an eclipsing binary star system.

Bright star

Dim companion star

Planets Around Other Stars In 1995, astronomers first
discovered a planet revolving around another ordinary star.
They used a method similar to the one used in studying binary
stars. The astronomers observed that a star was moving slightly
toward and away from us. They knew that the invisible object
causing the movement didn’t have enough mass to be a star.
They inferred that it must be a planet.
Since then, astronomers have discovered more than 100
planets around other stars, and new ones are being discovered
all of the time. Most of these new planets are very large, with at
least half of the mass of Jupiter. A small planet would be hard
to detect because it would have little gravitational effect on the
star it orbited.
Could there be life on planets in other solar systems? Some
scientists think it is possible. A few astronomers are using radio
telescopes to search for signals that could not have come from
natural sources. Such a signal might be evidence that an extraterrestrial civilization was sending out radio waves.
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Planets Around Other Stars
Materials lamp with incandescent bulb,
light bulbs of various wattages, plastic foam
balls of three sizes, wire coat hangers, metal
snips, rulers, textbooks
Time 20 minutes

Star Clusters Many stars belong to larger groupings called

star clusters. All of the stars in a particular cluster formed from
the same nebula at about the same time and are about the same
distance from Earth.
There are two major types of star clusters: open
clusters and globular clusters. Open clusters have a
loose, disorganized appearance and contain no
more than a few thousand stars. They often
contain many bright supergiants and much gas
and dust. In contrast, globular clusters are
large groupings of older stars. Globular clusters
are round and densely packed with stars—some
may contain more than a million stars.
What is a globular cluster?
FIGURE 17
Star Clusters
The stars in a globular cluster
(above) are all about the same age
and the same distance from Earth.
The Pleiades (left), also called the
Seven Sisters, is an open cluster.

Focus Have students consider this
statement: Trying to observe a planet next to a
distant star is like trying to spot a firefly next to
a street light.
Teach Before class, remove the lampshade
from a lamp. Straighten a wire hanger,
leaving the crook at one end. Snip the wire to
a length of 12 cm, measuring from the crook.
Discard the remaining straight section.
Do the same for three other wire hangers,
snipping them to lengths of 24 cm, 36 cm,
and 48 cm. Insert the unbent end of each
hanger in a foam ball—all of the balls
should be the same size. To perform the
demonstration, place the lamp in front of the
classroom so that all of the students can see
it. Twist all of the hangers around the neck of
the lamp, and tell students to observe the
balls. Ask: Which “planet” is easiest to see?
(The one farthest from the light) Which
planet is hardest to see? (The one closest to
the light) Have students hold up a book or
another object to block the light. Discuss
how this affects what they can see. Using
other ball sizes, repeat the demonstration
and compare the results.
Apply Try the demonstration with different
bulb wattages. Have students relate their
observations to the brightness of stars.
learning modality: visual

Differentiated Instruction
L1
Less Proficient Readers
Identifying Main Ideas Have students
each write a sentence that describes the
main idea for each subheading in “Star
Systems and Clusters.” Encourage students
to write the sentences in their own words
and illustrate their main ideas. learning

modality: verbal

Monitor Progress
L1
Special Needs
Inferring To help students understand
why scientists are looking for radio signals
from space, ask: Why don’t scientists use
optical telescopes to look for intelligent
life on other planets? (The planets are so far
away that signs of life wouldn’t be visible
through an optical telescope.) learning

modality: logical/mathematical

L2

Oral Presentation Ask students to explain
why some scientists think life on planets
outside our solar system is possible.
Answers
Figure 15 When the dim companion star
no longer prevents the bright star’s light
from reaching Earth
A large grouping of
older stars

Galaxies

Galaxies

A galaxy is a huge group of single stars, star systems, star
clusters, dust, and gas bound together by gravity. There are
billions of galaxies in the universe. The largest galaxies have
more than a trillion stars. Astronomers classify most
galaxies into the following types: spiral, elliptical, and
irregular. Figure 18 shows examples of these three.

For: Links on galaxies
Visit: www.SciLinks.org
Web Code: scn-0644
Download a worksheet that will guide students’ review
of Internet resources on galaxies.

Teach Key Concepts

Spiral Galaxy

Spiral Galaxies Some galaxies appear to have a bulge in
the middle and arms that spiral outward, like pinwheels. Such
galaxies are called spiral galaxies. The spiral arms contain
many bright, young stars as well as gas and dust. Most new
stars in spiral galaxies form in these spiral arms. Relatively few
new stars are forming in the central bulge. Some spiral galaxies, called barred-spiral galaxies, have a huge bar-shaped
region of stars and gas that passes through their center.
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Types of Galaxies
Focus Point out that classification systems
help scientists organize and analyze events or
objects so that these items are easier to study
and discuss.
Teach Ask: Which type of galaxy looks like
a flattened or round ball? (Elliptical) Which
type of galaxy has a bulge in the middle and
arms that look like pinwheels? (Spiral)
Which type of galaxy does not have a
regular shape? (Irregular) Which type of
galaxy is the Milky Way? (Spiral)
Apply Tell students that just as Earth
revolves around the sun, so the sun revolves
around the Milky Way. It takes about
220 million years for our solar system to
complete one revolution. learning

Elliptical Galaxies Not all galaxies have spiral arms.
Elliptical Galaxy

Irregular Galaxies Some galaxies do not have regular

shapes. These are known as irregular galaxies. Irregular
galaxies are typically smaller than other types of galaxies.
They generally have many bright, young stars and lots of
gas and dust to form new stars.
Irregular Galaxy

modality: verbal

Help Students Read
Relate Cause and Effect Cause-and-effect
relationships are the basis of scientific
discovery. However, some students may not
fully understand the nature of the causeand-effect relationship. To reinforce the
concept, ask: What causes quasars to shine
so brightly? (Quasars are active young
galaxies with giant black holes at their centers.
As enormous amounts of gas revolve around
the black hole, the gas heats up and shines
brightly.)

Elliptical galaxies look like round or flattened balls. These
galaxies contain billions of stars but have little gas and dust
between the stars. Because there is little gas or dust, stars
are no longer forming. Most elliptical galaxies contain only
old stars.

FIGURE 18
Types of Galaxies
There are three major types of
galaxies: spiral, elliptical, and
irregular.

For: Links on galaxies
Visit: www.SciLinks.org
Web Code: scn-0644

Quasars In the 1960s, astronomers discovered objects that

are very bright, but also very far away. Many of these objects
are 10 billion light-years or more away, making them among
the most distant objects in the universe. These distant, enormously bright objects looked almost like stars. Since quasi
means “something like” in Latin, these objects were given the
name quasi-stellar objects, or quasars.
What could be so bright at such a great distance from
Earth? Astronomers have concluded that quasars are
active young galaxies with giant black holes at their centers. Each of these black holes has a mass a billion times or
more as great as that of the sun. As enormous amounts of
gas revolve around the black hole, the gas heats up and
shines brightly.
What is a quasar?

Differentiated Instruction
L3
Gifted and Talented
Interpreting Pictures Ask students to
illustrate the three types of galaxies by
accessing pictures on the NASA Web site.
Have students use information from NASA
to label the parts of the galaxies. learning

modality: visual

Gifted and Talented
Researching Voyager Ask students to
learn the history and mission of the
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Voyager space probes and to give a
description of the messages that these
vehicles are carrying into space to any form
of life. Have students develop their own
messages. Tell students that these probes
are now the most distant human-made
objects in the universe. learning
modality: verbal

FIGURE 19
Structure of the Milky Way
From the side, the Milky Way
appears to be a narrow disk with a
bulge in the middle. The galaxy’s
spiral structure is visible only from
above or below the galaxy.
Interpreting Diagrams Where in
the galaxy is the sun located?

Side view
Sun’s location

Top view

Sun’s location

About 100,000 light-years

A Spiral Galaxy
You can make a model of
our galaxy.

The Milky Way
Our solar system is located in a spiral galaxy called the Milky
Way. As Figure 19 shows, the shape of the Milky Way varies
depending on your vantage point. From the side, the Milky
Way would look like a narrow disk with a large bulge in the
middle. But from the top or bottom, the Milky Way would
have a spiral, pinwheel shape. You can’t see the spiral shape of
the Milky Way from Earth because our solar system is inside
the galaxy in one of the spiral arms.
The Milky Way is usually thought of as a standard spiral
galaxy. However, some evidence suggests that the Milky Way
may be a barred-spiral galaxy instead.
When you see the Milky Way at night during the summer,
you are looking toward the center of our galaxy. The center of
the galaxy is about 25,000 light-years away, but it is hidden
from view by large clouds of dust and gas. However, astronomers can study the center using X-rays, infrared radiation, and
radio waves.
How far away is the center of the galaxy?

The Milky Way
Teach Key Concepts
The Enormous Number of
L2
Stars in the Milky Way
Focus Tell students that the Milky Way
Galaxy may contain up to 400 billion stars
and that this number is sometimes hard for
people to imagine.
Teach Ask: How many zeros are in
400 billion? (Eleven) If students have
difficulty answering, ask them how many
zeros are in one million. (Six) Ask: When
you add three zeros to that, what do you
get? (One billion) Tell students that 400 has
two more zeros, so 400 billion has nine plus
two, or eleven zeros.
Apply Give students an idea of the enormity
of the above number. Ask: How long would
it take to count the stars in the Milky Way if
you count at the rate of one star per second?
(60 × 60 × 24 = 86,400 seconds in one day;
86,400 × 365 = 31,536,000 seconds in one year;
400,000,000,000 ÷ 31,536,000 = approx
12,684 years) learning modality: logical/
mathematical

Teaching Resources
1. Using pipe cleaners, make
a pinwheel with two
spirals.
2. View the spirals along the
surface of the table.
Sketch what you see.
3. Next, view the spirals
from above the table and
sketch them.
Observing The sun is inside a
ﬂat spiral galaxy. From
Earth’s position on the ﬂat
surface, is it possible to get a
good view of stars in the
spiral arms? Why or why not?

• Transparency J44

Monitor Progress

L2

Skills Check Have students make tables
comparing and contrasting different types
of galaxies, including the shapes and the
ages of stars found in each. Students
can save their tables in their
portfolios.
Skills Focus Observing
Materials pipe cleaners
Time 20 minutes
Tip Suggest that students make their
pinwheels as flat as possible.
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Expected Outcome You cannot get a
good view of stars in the spiral arms of
Earth’s galaxy because you are inside this
galaxy, looking at it edge-on.
Extend Invite students to make models of
elliptical and irregular galaxies. Ask
students to speculate what observers on
planets within these galaxies would
see. learning modality: visual

Answers
Figure 19 On a spiral arm, about 25,000
light-years out from the center of
the galaxy
A distant, enormously bright
object in space that looks
almost like a star
25,000 light-years

The Scale of
the Universe
Teach Key Concepts

L2

Scientific Notation
Focus Write a very large number on the
board, such as 400,000,000,000.
Teach Point out that very large numbers
are difficult to work with. Ask: Why do
scientists use scientific notation? (They
often use very large or very small numbers;
scientific notation makes it easier to work with
such numbers.) How would you write the
number on the board in scientific notation?
(4 × 1011)
Apply Ask students to infer how scientific
notation is used for numbers that are very
small. (A number that is very small, such as
0.000013, would be written as 1.3 × 10−5.)
learning modality: logical/mathematical

Math Skill Decimals
Focus Remind students that because a
light-year is a unit of measurement, it does
not have to be converted to kilometers to
express distance.
Teach Make sure that students place the
decimal point after the last digit before
moving it to the left. In the example, the
decimal point would be placed after the
zero before moving it three spaces. Advise
students to check the answer by moving the
decimal point to the right the number of
spaces indicated by the superscript. The
result should be the original number.
Answer
2.2 × 108

Girl
Height: Less than 2 x 100 m

Earth
Diameter: 1.3 x 107 m

100 meters

104

Sun
Diameter: 1.4 x 109 m

108

The Scale of the Universe

Scientiﬁc Notation
The bright star Deneb is
about 3,230 light-years from
Earth. To express this number
in scientiﬁc notation, ﬁrst
insert a decimal point in the
original number so that you
have a number between one
and ten. In this case, the
number is 3.23.
To determine the power of
10, count the number of
places that the decimal point
moved. Here the decimal
point moved three places.
3,230 light-years =
3.23 × 103 light-years
Practice Problem The sun
takes about 220,000,000
years to revolve once around
the center of the galaxy.
Express this length of time in
scientiﬁc notation.

Astronomers define the universe as all of space and everything
in it. The universe is enormous, almost beyond imagination.
Astronomers study objects as close as the moon and as far away
as quasars. They study incredibly large objects, such as galaxies
that are millions of light-years across. They also study the
behavior of tiny particles, such as the atoms within stars. Since
the numbers astronomers use are often very large or very
small, they frequently use scientific notation to describe sizes
and distances in the universe.
Scientiﬁc Notation Scientific notation uses powers of ten

to write very large or very small numbers in shorter form. Each
number is written as the product of a number between 1 and 10
and a power of 10. For example: 1,200 is written as 1.2 × 103.
One light-year is about 9,500,000,000,000,000 meters. Since
there are 15 digits after the first digit, in scientific notation this
number is written as 9.5 × 1015 meters.
The Immensity of Space The structures in the universe
vary greatly in scale. To understand the scale of these structures, imagine that you are going on a journey through the
universe. Refer to Figure 20 as you take your imaginary trip.
Start at the left with something familiar—a girl looking
through binoculars. She is about 1.5 meters tall. Now shift to
the right and change the scale by 10,000,000 or 107. You’re now
close to the diameter of Earth, 1.28  107 meters. As you move
from left to right across Figure 20, the scale increases. The
diameter of the sun is about 100 times that of Earth.

Monitor Progress
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Answers
Figure 20 about 2.3 × 109 times larger

Assess
Cat’s Eye Nebula
Diameter: 3 x 1016 m

Andromeda Galaxy
Diameter: 2 x 1021 m

Virgo Supercluster
Diameter: 9 x 1023 m

Reviewing Key Concepts
1. a. A star system with two stars b. Yes;

1016

1020

Beyond the solar system, the sizes of observable objects
become much larger. For example, within our galaxy, the beautiful Cat’s Eye Nebula is about 3  1016 meters across.
Beyond our galaxy are billions of other galaxies, many of
which contain billions of stars. For example, the nearby spiral
galaxy Andromeda is about 2  1021 meters across. The Milky
Way is part of a cluster of 50 or so galaxies called the Local
Group. The Local Group is part of the Virgo Supercluster,
which contains hundreds of galaxies. The size of the observable
universe is about 1010 light years, or 1026 meters.

1024
FIGURE 20
Scientiﬁc Notation
Scientists often use scientiﬁc
notation to help describe the vast
sizes and distances in space.
Calculating About how many
times larger is the Cat’s Eye
Nebula than Earth?

any group of two or more stars makes up
a star system. c. One of the stars in the
eclipsing binary system periodically blocks
light from—or eclipses—the other star.
2. a. Spiral, elliptical, and irregular
b. Spiral or barred-spiral c. Elliptical
3. a. A system that uses powers of ten to
write very large or very small numbers in
shorter form b. Astronomers use scientific
notation to help describe the vast distances
and sizes found in space. c. About 3.2
light-years
4.

a. 9.4 × 108 km; 4.27 × 102

light-years

Reteach
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Section 4 Assessment

Target Reading Skill Building Vocabulary Use
your definitions to help answer the questions.
Reviewing Key Concepts
1. a. Deﬁning What is a binary star?
b. Classifying Are all binary stars part of star
systems? Explain.
c. Applying Concepts Some binary stars are
called eclipsing binaries. Explain why this
term is appropriate. (Hint: Think about Algol
as you write your answer.)
2. a. Listing Name the main types of galaxies.
b. Classifying What type of galaxy is the Milky
Way?
c. Classifying Suppose astronomers discover a
galaxy that contains only old stars. What type
of galaxy is it likely to be?

Keep Students on Track Encourage
students to complete their rough drafts and
then exchange their stories for peer review
before they start editing. Advise students to
ask questions as they review the drafts, such
as “Does the introduction grab the reader’s
interest? Does the story make sense? Are
more details needed?”
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Write the words star, star system, star cluster,
and galaxy on the board. Work with students
to define and rank each according to size.
3. a. Reviewing What is scientific notation?
b. Explaining How is scientific notation useful

to astronomers?
c. Calculating How large is the Cat’s Eye
Nebula in light-years? (Hint: Refer to
Figure 20.)

Performance Assessment

Skills Check Ask students to work in pairs
to model a binary star system. Have students
use key terms to explain their models.
Teaching Resources

4. Scientiﬁc Notation The star Betelgeuse has
a diameter of 940,000,000 km. Betelgeuse
is 427 light-years from Earth. Write each of
these ﬁgures in scientiﬁc notation.

L2

• Section Summary: Star Systems and
Galaxies
• Review and Reinforce: Star Systems
and Galaxies
• Enrich: Star Systems and Galaxies

